INVISIWALL® CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS

Shower Door Hardware Cleaning and Maintenance Instructions
CLEANING:
Cleaning and maintenance of your INVISIWALL® Shower Door Hardware product is the key to a long and efficient
performance life. The basic approach is not laborious at all and should only be done during routine cleanings of the
bath enclosure space.
Using warm water mixed with a mild soap (non-perfume) applied with a soft cloth (non-abrasive), wipe the INVISIWALL® Shower Door Hardware methodically. After cleaning, dry all of the hinges with a clean dry towel. This effort
keeps the hardware free of deposits accumulated from daily use and working to its fullest performance. As noted
below, please do not use abrasive cleaners on the INVISIWALL® Shower Door Hardware as it can damage the device
beyond repair and use.

MAINTENANCE:
Our hinges are greased at the factory for quiet operation. After installation, if there is squeaking that occurs, put a
drop of house oil on the white nylon washer that the hinge body pivots on. This washer acts as a buffer, so the body
of the hinge does not pivot directly on the brass center block. This solution doesn’t require the disassembly of the
hinge. Note: Do not use spray lubricant on hinges. If the hinge disassembles upon re-assembly, use white lithium
grease to lubricate the interior mechanism.
Many components are coated with a clear lacquer that will be damaged if subjected to harsh, abrasive chemicals.
Never use an abrasive cleaner on the hardware. We recommend that drying the hinge with a clean, soft towel on a
daily basis is the best way maintain a fine finish. If you have mineral deposit build-up, mix a couple of drops of a mild
liquid soap into a cup of warm water. Clean the hardware using a soft cloth and rinse thoroughly with clean, warm
water and dry.

For technical assistance call 800-225.0430. Ask for Invisiwall® Shower Door Hardware assistance.
Columbia Commercial Building Products, J.E. Berkowitz, and Solar Seal are part of the Consolidated Glass Holdings family of companies and
carry the Invisiwall® Shower Door Hardware product line under Invisiwall® Glass Systems. invisiwall-info.com | sales@invisiwall-info.com
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